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The problem we are facing –
artificial barriers to research being used

When did scholarly publishing take the wrong turn?

…around 1996

Larivière et al. (2015)

The five largest publishers now publish
around half of all scholarly journals
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A hard fact
» Commercial companies, particularly publicly
traded, are out to increase profits and seek
growth.
» That is what makes shareholders happy and the
leadership of the companies keep their jobs.
» This growth can come from expanding business into
new areas, or it can come from increasing market
share and/or prices in existing segments.
https://www.change.org/p/elsevier-boycottelsevier-and-support-affordable-openaccess-scholarly-publishing/sign

Market control is not on the buyer side
» Each journal (and thus publisher) essentially a monopoly.
» Publication outlet rank deeply entangeled in academic merit systems.
» Content supply disconnected from purchasing decision.
» Decoupled buyer and primary end-customer.
» Still mostly non-transparent pricing and contract terms.
» Pricing extrapolated from historical spending.
» De-synced international negotiation schedules.
» …..

Historical context
» The evolution of scholarly communication has closely followed the
overall developments of internet technologies
» Now only a fraction of journals are purchased in paper format to be
part of permanent library collections
» Subscriptions delivered as licenses to access digital archives rather than
purchasing the content outright
» From individual subscriptions to large consortia deals
The Open Access Directory – Timeline before 2000
http://oad.simmons.edu/oadwiki/Timeline_before_2000

Open Access
“Open access (OA) literature is digital, online, free of charge, and free

of most copyright and licensing restrictions.”

(Peter Suber, 2012:4)

Gold OA
Open Access made available by journals themselves (either in full or
part). Free for everyone or enabled by author-side payment.
Green OA
Open Access elsewhere on the web. Often manuscript-versions of
published journal articles. Free to authors.

Open Access is constantly evolving
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OA started to gain steam in 2002-2003 with Europe being
a key locus for support towards an OA future
Budapest Open Access Initiative | Read the Budapest Open Access Initiative
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Read the Budapest Open Access Initiative
An old tradition and a new technology have converged to make possible an unprecedented public good. The old
tradition is the willingness of scientists and scholars to publish the fruits of their research in scholarly journals without
payment, for the sake of inquiry and knowledge. The new technology is the internet. The public good they make
possible is the world-wide electronic distribution of the peer-reviewed journal literature and completely free and
unrestricted access to it by all scientists, scholars, teachers, students, and other curious minds. Removing access
barriers to this literature will accelerate research, enrich education, share the learning of the rich with the poor and
the poor with the rich, make this literature as useful as it can be, and lay the foundation for uniting humanity in a
common intellectual conversation and quest for knowledge.
For various reasons, this kind of free and unrestricted online availability, which we will call open access, has so far
been limited to small portions of the journal literature. But even in these limited collections, many different initiatives
have shown that open access is economically feasible, that it gives readers extraordinary power to find and make use
of relevant literature, and that it gives authors and their works vast and measurable new visibility, readership, and
impact. To secure these benefits for all, we call on all interested institutions and individuals to help open up access to
the rest of this literature and remove the barriers, especially the price barriers, that stand in the way. The more who
join the effort to advance this cause, the sooner we will all enjoy the benefits of open access.
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While the peer-reviewed journal literature should be accessible online without cost to readers, it is not costless to

produce. However, experiments show that the overall costs of providing open access to this literature are far lower
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foundations, and others to embrace open access as a means of advancing their missions. Achieving open access will
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I. Self-Archiving: First, scholars need the tools and assistance to deposit their refereed journal articles
in open electronic archives, a practice commonly called, self-archiving. When these archives conform to
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What OA looks like on Google Scholar

Image: https://ec.europa.eu/research/openscience/index.cfm?pg=home&section=monitor

The uphill starting position of
open access
» Major publishers having no reason to hurry
» Market-controlling power over journal portfolios
» Economies of scale in digital publishing
» Academic merit systems
» Academics work hard to get published/gain positions on editorial boards
» Establishing new journals takes time
» Universities/libraries unable to act aggressively
» Subscriptions increasingly expensive, no money left over to support
alternative publishing models

The general landscape of journals , particularly
within social science, and the arts and humanities
» Journals have formed very strong communities and have respected
seniority hierarchies.
» Generally ”slow science”, long review times, multiple revision
rounds, long times permitted to submit revisions.
» One or two articles in the right journal can make or break an
academic career. Outlet-based research evaluation.
» External funders and their policies not as effective as in many other
disciplines.

It is possible: Editorial boards abandoning
leading journals, “declaring independence”

It´s ultimately the scholars that
have the power for enabling change
but coordinated effort is needed.

OA still has some way to go

» During 2016, 67 236 cancer
news stories linked to
11,523 different journal
articles.
» 60% of links to reported
research behind paywalls.

https://medium.com/@lauren.maggio01/can-your-doctor-see-the-cancer-research-reported-in-the-news-can-you-beb9270c301f#.ijeo0f9lq

The current landscape of OA is complicated,
but around 50% of recent articles are OA

Piwowar et al (2018)

Discipline differences

Piwowar et al (2018)

llegal access is not a long-term
solution

» Provides access to more than 58,000,000 articles and
growing.

“Over the 6 months leading up to March, Sci-Hub served up
28 million documents, with Iran, China, India, Russia, and
the United States the leading requestors.”
Bohannon (2016)

European Union and OA
» The EU has long been a supporter of OA, started with limited OA pilot in the 7th
Framework funding programme (2007-2013)
» The publications resulting from Horizon 2020 funding are required to be made
available OA either as green OA or gold OA
» OpenAIRE
» PASTEUR4OA - Open Access Policy Alignment Strategies for European Union
Research
» FOSTER - Facilitate Open Science Training for European Research
» Through the the Competitiveness Council, EU member states agreed in May 2016
that all journal articles should be OA by 2020.
sciencemag.org 2016 ; consilium.europa.eu 2016

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/hi/oa_pilot/h2020-hi-oa-pilot-guide_en.pdf

v

http://www.aka.fi/en/funding/how-to-apply/application-guidelines/open-science/

Plan S – Nothing to panic about
» Plan S is an initiative for
Open Access publishing that
was launched in September
2018. The plan is supported
by cOAlition S, an
international consortium of
research funders. Plan S
requires that, from 2021,
scientific publications that
result from research funded
by public grants must be
published in compliant Open
Access journals or platforms.

The majority of European institutions already
have an open access policy in place

https://eua.eu/resources/publications/
826:2017-2018-eua-open-access-su

Åbo Akademi also has one

http://blogs2.abo.fi/opensciencepolicy/20
17/03/02/open-science-at-aau-university/

In interviews I´ve conducted with faculty, there is still
a clear lack of awareness of open access

Routines

?
?
?

Motivations
Attitudes
Awareness

Explanations for lack of self-archiving manuscripts
in the institutional repository
“I don´t have enough time.
“I co-authored the article, I do not have the most recent manuscript version.”
“Publication is enough for me, I do not care about wider dissemination.”
“I immediately delete all manuscript files from my computer once the article is
published.”
“No one would ever find it in the institutional repository.”
“I am uncertain about what I am allowed to distribute.”
“Manuscript versions are inferior to the published article.”
“Readers would be confused about how to cite the article.”
“I already use other services to disseminate my research outputs.”

Academic social networks are not platforms for
providing sustainable open access

Subject-based repositories are also good
locations to self-archive manuscripts

Open Access benefits =
just research doing what it should

» OA offers the “normal” way of disseminating research,
without artificial barriers to access.
» As such I argue that OA is the default mode for research
– the situation we currently are in is due to legacy
structures from the paper-based past.

Visibility and impact increase
» Citation advantage compared to articles only available through
subscription-access. (McKiernan et al 2016)
» “[…] the odds that an open access journal is referenced on the English
Wikipedia are 47% higher compared to paywall journals.” (Teplitskiy,
Lu & Duede 2016)
» In a study covering over 1700 articles published in Nature
Communications, OA articles received 2.5-4.4 times the
interactions on Twitter and Facebook compared to closed-access
articles. (Wang, Liu, Mao & Fang 2015).
» OA also benefits journals, it is just that fully embracing the model is
currently in tension with maximizing business interests.

OA benefits are colourblind
» What matters is that the research publication is
discoverable and retrievable without reader-side payment.
» The mechanism through which this happens is not a main
concern for gaining benefits.
» However, the earlier OA is provided the better.

Readers outside of academia
» Citizens and society as a whole benefits
» Research is not “walled off” from the general public.
» “Those who invest in and benefit from primary
research, including the general public, have an interest
in improvements to the quality of that research.”
(Zuccalá 2009)
» Increased potential for in fostering science literacy.

On that note, how large a share of article
references in Wikipedia are currently OA?

https://wikimediafoundation.org/
2018/08/20/how-manywikipedia-references-areavailable-to-read/#content

Researchers looking for
information
» Ubiquitous access
» No logins, no proxies…
» Easy cross-device access
» No need for publisher-specific search tools
» All researchers in the world have access to
the same scientific information
» Use of unified search and discovery
services

Web services built upon and enhanced by more
open metadata APIs and/or open access

Universities
» Open Access enables universities to:
» Make works more visible and accessible, thus
increasing the impact of all conducted research.
» Retain control and ownership of research outputs that
are produced.
» Start collecting an organisational “memory”.
» Facilitate a transition away from ever-increasing
publisher subscription fees.

It has been found that in particular early-career researchers,
want to see change in the publication model

Percent of respondents who strongly agreed with this statement. https://sr.ithaka.org/publications/2018-us-faculty-survey/

But at the same time, existing reward systems guide in
particular the research and publication behaviors of
younger faculty

Percent of respondents who strongly agreed with this statement. https://sr.ithaka.org/publications/2018-us-faculty-survey/

Researchers are in general risk averse
when it comes to merit accumulation
» Short-term employment with a strong ”up-or-out” principle guides a lot of
decison-making among researchers.
» (e.g. in Finland 70% of research and teaching staff is non-permanent).
» Primary focus on estabilished mechanisms and criteria for accumulating
merit.
» Only after that can one be more adventurous, if there is any energy or
sanity left.
» The decisions, needs, and priorities of researchers are
balancing between short- and long-term (primarily individual)
interests.
http://www.acatiimi.fi/7_2018/12.php

Interrelated competition for rewards at
many levels within the same organisation
*not an exhaustive list

Universities
Libraries

Researchers

Secure funding
Get competitive applicants
Get or maintain accreditions
Appear attractive in rankings and comparions
How to best provide support for all of
this, while facilitating Open Access?
Conduct research and get it published
Get positions
Get grants
Teach interesting and successful courses
Supervise
Have societal impact

Before submitting your article manuscript to a journal…
» Does your funder or university require anything specific?

» Is there a suitable OA journal available? If so, great!
Is there an article processing charge that needs to be paid
upon acceptance?
» If you submit to a traditional subscription-access
journal, is there a delay with which you can make your
manuscript OA through a repository? Or does your library
even enable free hybrid OA publishing in the journal?
» If in doubt, ask your librarian!

Key takeaways
» Open access has had a rough start due to highly clustered publishing
landscape.
» Co-ordination is needed to make wide-scale change happen,
funders, universities and national consortia should collaborate to push
towards the common goal of open access. But even individual acts by
researchers matter!
» Open access is increasingly required by different stakeholders and
can be perceived as an additional burden, however, it is for the good of
everyone (particularly for you as an author).
» Not using research to its full potential is a waste – why spend
months/years on work for an article and then not use 20 more minutes to
ensure that it is read as widely as possible and permanently open?

Thank You!

© Hanken

Want to know more about this topic?

https://youtu.be/3rmbeWGgrWE

Three recommended reads

Davis & Walters (2011)
McKiernan et al (2016)

Tennant et al (2016)

….and one more
» Free e-book by Walt Crawford
» 194 pages of bibliometric & economic analysis of all
journals in the DOAJ
» Open dataset

https://waltcrawford.name/goa4.pdf
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